
I-80; Parleys Summit to Jeremy Ranch 
Noise Barrier FAQ 
 

1. How tall will the proposed noise wall be, and where would it be located? 

The wall is planned to be a 12 to 14-foot wall on top of a variable height berm, for a total height of 17-

feet. It is planned to be 3200-feet long, spanning from just west of the Jeremy Ranch interchange to 

Hidden Cove Road, on the north side of I-80. A 3D rendering of the berm/wall can be viewed here: 

https://goo.gl/ErWpLE.  

2. Why is noise abatement recommended?  

It has been stated that noise will only increase by one decibel due to the new truck lane, which is 

inaccurate. Noise levels under the build condition will approach or exceed the Noise Abatement Criteria, 

which requires the consideration of abatement regardless of the existing noise levels or predicted 

increases.  

3. Was consideration of the proposed noise wall properly divided between residential and 

recreational types?   

There is no such thing as a residential or recreational noise wall.  Per UDOT Policy, there are recreational 

land uses that must be considered in the impact analysis, such as golf courses.  The UDOT Policy also 

provides an allowance calculation for non-residential properties, but there are not separate methods of 

evaluating reasonableness for a noise abatement measure based on the land use it is intended to 

protect.  It has been implied that UDOT double-counted the wall by combining allowances for both 

residential and recreational properties for the same barrier.  A combined allowance is an acceptable 

practice since a barrier must take into consideration all properties that are benefited by a wall according 

to federal regulations.  For this project, engineers calculated a combined allowance for the noise wall 

and since it is greater than the estimated total cost, including safety measures, the wall is considered 

reasonable.   

Calculations released by Citizens Against the Wall (CATW) split the wall based on a perceived intent 

(recreational vs. residential), which is not how barriers are evaluated.  

4. Was the balloting process conducted inappropriately? 

Claims stating the balloting process was conducted inappropriately because it was limited to a few 

property owners and not all impacted people are not true. Per FHWA regulations and UDOT Policy, noise 

ballots are limited to those property owners and tenants who will be benefited by a 5 dB(A) reduction or 

greater from the noise wall.  Those properties were carefully identified through detailed noise modeling 

and included in the balloting exercise.  People who will perceive an impact through a loss of view shed 

or visual impact are not considered in the balloting per federal regulation. 

5. Why isn’t the project using noise-dampening asphalt instead of a noise wall? 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) does not recognize this material as something that reduces 

noise long-term and does not consider it as an abatement measure.   

https://goo.gl/ErWpLE

